
An Experience Guide
PUZZLE RUCKUS TEAMBUILDING



WHAT IS PUZZLE RUCKUS?
We are a one-of-a-kind teambuilding experience designed to ignite a new way for your
team to work better together! Teams solve puzzles and race against the clock—all
while enjoying fellowship, and even food and drinks. With options including our
escape-room-style scavenger hunt on golf carts, Puzzle Rides, our Puzzling Pub
Crawls, and our ultimate team builder, the Puzzle Relay, it's an unforgettable journey
that blends learning with fun. Join us for an adventure that will leave your team
inspired and ready to conquer any challenge!

THE PUZZLES
Our puzzles are more than just brain teasers—they're immersive experiences designed
to test your problem-solving skills while strengthening bonds within your team.

From cryptic riddles to hands-on challenges, each puzzle offers a unique opportunity
for collaboration and creativity. Whether you're deciphering codes, unraveling
mysteries, or piecing together clues, every moment is filled with excitement and
anticipation.

One standout feature of our unique team-building 
activities is our innovative approach to tracking 
progress and analyzing team dynamics. Through 
the data collected during the event, businesses gain 
valuable insights into their team's strengths, areas 
for improvement, and overall performance.

REQUEST A QUOTE

https://puzzlerides.com/team-building-and-large-groups/scottsdale-teambuilding/
https://puzzlerides.com/team-building-and-large-groups/scottsdale-teambuilding/#quote


THE EXPERIENCE
Puzzle Ruckus Teambuilding is about bringing your team together in a dynamic and
engaging environment, fostering collaboration, and building lasting connections.

We blend real-life scenarios and dynamic challenges, where your team navigates
through the stages they go through in the workplace: Forming, Storming, Norming,
and Performing. We fast-track this journey through a series of puzzles that flex your
group’s team-building muscles while mixing up the dynamics repeatedly. As
participants move through, they experience scenarios similar to those in the
workplace, where teamwork and problem-solving skills are put to the test.

From celebrating corporate milestones to enhancing team dynamics, our dedicated
team is with you at every step, ensuring seamless planning and exceeding your
expectations on the big day.



THREE
TEAM-BUILDING EXPERIENCES 

Up to 25 guests

75-90 minute experience

Choose from 1 of our 6 themed rides

Difficulty level ranges from Easy to Moderately
Hard

10 guests or less

2-hour experience 

Choose from 1 of our 5 themed pub crawls

Difficulty level ranges from Easy to Hard

16 - 100 guests

2.5-hour experience 

Optional golf cart experience

Moderate difficulty level

PUZZLING

PubCrawls



Pirate’s Treasure
Adventure

Copper Canyon
Caper

Immerse your team in an unforgettable Puzzle Ride adventure through Old Town Scottsdale, choosing
from a variety of themed adventures designed to challenge your problem-solving skills and strengthen
team bonds.

                                                  can pick from any of our rides, like Hijacked by Science and Wild
West Heist, and RACE to the finish!  See your team compete side by side in our 5-passenger golf
carts. The adrenaline is high and you’ll be smarter because of it!

Groups of 15 or less

                                                  can ARGHuably have a shipload of fun on the “high seas” of Old
Town with our Pirates Treasure Adventure! Teambuilding begins BEFORE the ride, as teams pick
their crew, elect a Captain, choose a First Mate, and name their trusty ship. For nighttime fun, try
our Scooby Doo-inspired Ghost Riders, where teams start together, then split up to solve
mysteries, racing to find the final item!

Groups of 20 or less

                                                  can pick from two “Amazing Race” style rides: Copper Canyon Caper
(which explores Arizona History) or Time Trap Escape (where you have to rescue an astronaut
stuck in a Time Trap). With a shotgun-style start, teams navigate different routes and solve
puzzles along the way, racing to reach the final location.

Groups of 25 or less

Hijacked by
Science

PICK YOUR RIDE

PUZZLE RIDES
SOLVE, RACE & WIN: A UNIQUE ADVENTURE
ON GOLF CARTS

Wild West
Heist

Ghost
Riders

Time Trap
Escape

https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#pirate
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#pirate
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#copper
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#copper
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#science
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#science
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#copper
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#heist
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#heist
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#ghost
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#ghost
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#trap
https://puzzlerides.com/book-scottsdale/#trap


PUZZLING PUB CRAWLS
SOLVE, SIP & SOCIALIZE
Take your team on a Puzzling Pub Crawl and experience the most unique team building in Scottsdale, AZ! We
visit three to four local bars, where you have to “think to drink!” Our Pub Crawls cater to groups who enjoy
solving mysteries and playing with puzzles! Explore some out-of-the-way pubs as we give you an exclusive
look at Old Town’s bar scene away from the Entertainment District! This team building activity is great for
groups between 2-15 people.

PUBS & PUZZLES PUB CRAWL
Based on our popular Puzzle Relays, these 30+ puzzles test your physical and mental
puzzle-solving skills! We divide you into teams of 2 – 5 people and visit three or four
bars, where you’ll compete for points – and the team with the most points wins a prize
at the end!

MURDER AT 30,000 PUB CRAWL
Unravel the mystery of a mid-flight murder! Visit three bars, with 40 minutes at each
to solve the case. Groups of 6+ split into teams, each with a puzzle kit. Can you solve
the mystery and figure out who did it? 

Difficulty level: MODERATE Time: Up to 120 minutes

Difficulty level: MODERATE Time: Up to 120 minutes

CLASSIC ROCK PUB CRAWL
Experience the ultimate blend of beer, Rock N Roll, and puzzle-solving on our Classic
Rock Pub Crawl. Cruise to three or four bars on golf carts, solving puzzles inspired by
Classic Rock.

SIPPIN’ SLEUTHS PUB CRAWL

JUST JIGS

We’ve teamed up with fellow Puzzlemasters in the United Kingdom at Puzzle Post to
bring you their top puzzles, and combined them with a three-bar pub crawl! With
options like "The Scandal" or "The Deceit," can your team solve the mystery first?

Calling all puzzle enthusiasts! Join our three-bar pub crawl for a jigsaw puzzle
extravaganza! Solve local photo puzzles, compete in a puzzle-off, and tackle the
ultimate challenge: the 6-layer burger puzzle. Not for beginners – are you up for the
challenge?

Difficulty level: MODERATE Time: Up to 120 minutes

Difficulty level: HARD Time: Up to 120 minutes

Difficulty level: EXPERT Time: Up to 120 minutes

*All alcohol and drinks are purchased separately, and must be 21 years old to participate. 
*Sippin’ Sleuths Pub Crawl is only available in Prescott, AZ.

https://puzzlerides.com/pub-crawls/#pubs
https://puzzlerides.com/pub-crawls/#murder
https://puzzlerides.com/pub-crawls/#rock
https://puzzlerides.com/pub-crawls/#sippin
https://puzzlerides.com/pub-crawls/#jigs


HOW IT WORKS
Our Puzzle Relay awaits you at a local Old Town Scottsdale hotspot, where teams of 3-5 dive into an
exhilarating challenge. During each 25-minute phase, up to two teammates embark on a thrilling hunt for
clues aboard golf carts, while the rest collaborate on solving intricate puzzles. 
With each round, participants switch teams, encountering up to 16 new faces. 

Our relay mirrors the stages of team dynamics: Forming, Storming, 
Norming, and Performing, all within a fast-paced, puzzle-solving 
environment. Teams earn credits over 4 rounds, 
with players rotating each time to ensure fresh 
interactions. Beyond the relay, participants can 
delve into detailed insights about their team 
dynamics for an enriching post-event experience.

Not in Scottsdale? No problem! We'll bring the 
excitement to your doorstep with our no-golf cart Challenge Option. 

PUZZLE RELAYS
SOLVE, BOND & CONQUER
The experience is about bringing your team together in a dynamic and engaging environment, fostering
collaboration, and building lasting connections. We aim to create an environment that mirrors the dynamics
of your work environment. From forming initial teams to storming through challenges, norming behaviors, and
ultimately performing together, our Puzzle Relays replicate the natural progression of team development.

What sets us apart is our commitment to providing a high-touch experience for your group. With a ratio of
two staff members for every 25 participants, we ensure that each individual feels supported and engaged
throughout the event. Whether it's guiding teams through puzzles, facilitating interactions, or providing
assistance as needed, our team is dedicated to making your Puzzle Relay a memorable and impactful
experience.

REQUEST A QUOTE

https://puzzlerides.com/team-building-and-large-groups/scottsdale-teambuilding/
https://puzzlerides.com/team-building-and-large-groups/scottsdale-teambuilding/#quote


Our After Action Report is your roadmap to unlocking hidden potential within your team. As you engage in
thrilling puzzle-solving challenges, our innovative after-action report quietly gathers data, providing you with
a glimpse into your team's strengths and areas for growth.

When your team-building activity is completed, you have the option to have one of our Master Puzzlemasters
sit down with company stakeholders and share our analysis of your team by teaching you how to read the data
your team just created.

Our After Action Report can identify the company culture, how management 
is perceived, who are superstars in the making, and (occasionally!) if you 
have a bad apple. This proprietary system was developed with the help of 
psychologists and members of MENSA, and is often the favorite part of a 
team-building activity (especially a Puzzle Relay)!

Identify your top performers, nurture leadership potential, and foster a 
culture of collaboration as you decode the secrets hidden within your team's performance.

THE AFTER-ACTION REPORT
GAIN DEEPER INSIGHTS ON TEAM PERFORMANCE

Building rapport outside of work fosters
effective communication, active listening,

feedback, and conflict resolution among team
members.

Team collaboration fosters trust, empathy,
and effective cooperation, enhancing

appreciation for each other's strengths and
weaknesses to benefit the team.

Team exposure to new perspectives,
experiences, and skills fuels creativity and

innovation, encouraging out-of-the-box
thinking, idea experimentation, and risk-

taking in a safe setting.

Team members feeling connected, supported,
and valued boosts engagement, productivity,
and loyalty. Team building activities offer a
fun break from routine work, demonstrating

care for their well-being.

Team members united around a common goal
feel purpose and belonging. Team building

aligns them with company values, motivating
positive community impact.

IMPROVE COMMUNICATION INCREASE TRUST & EMPATHY SPARK CREATIVITY 

BOOST MORALE AMPLIFY CULTURE



Don’t forget the drinks!Add your foodPick your location

Once you've chosen the ideal teambuilding experience for your group, we'll assist you
in setting up your perfect event; we effortlessly blend lunch or dinner options to
bookend our interactive puzzles.  Appetizers and drinks can be consumed during our
Puzzle Relay, making sure no one goes hangry, and all have a great time. 

With our extensive network of over a dozen top-notch venues, we carefully listen to
your preferences to recommend three potential locations that perfectly suit your
needs. Once you've selected your ideal spot, we handle the reservation details and
connect you directly with the venue's Food and Beverage Manager, streamlining the
planning process. From start to finish, we make it simple to keep your group happy
and well-fed! Check out some of our favorite local bars and restaurants below. 

UP YOUR GAME
WITH FOOD & DRINKS



HEAR FROM OUR CLIENTS

“Our group had so much fun with Puzzle Rides. Our Puzzle Masters were amazing – entertaining friendly,
helpful, thorough, and fun to work with! The drivers were just as wonderful as well. Our team really enjoyed the
uniqueness of the event, and it helped us to strengthen our rapport and relationships with each other. We can’t

wait to partner with Puzzle Rides again, and we highly recommend it to anyone who is even a tiny bit interested in
trying it out. Such a fun experience.”

– Sarah W. from BlueGrace Logistics

“Absolutely the BEST team event we’ve ever done. I would recommend this to any and all for Team
Building, family events, date night out… any time with friends! Such a fun evening. The staff was

amazing. Katie and her team are the BEST!”

 – Lisa T. from Discount Tire

“The puzzle relay was such a great and unique team building activity. The facilitators were amazing and
they made sure everyone had a great time. Would recommend to any team looking for something more

fun and more valuable than another happy hour or Top Golf.”

 – Olivia E. from Carvana

As Seen In



We’ll chat about your goals for
your team building event, team
size, desired location, and any

preferences on activities.

TELL US ABOUT
YOUR VISION

BOOKING AN EXPERIENCE
IS SIMPLE & FUN

We’ll plan the perfect
experience based on your goals
and preferences, so all you need

to do is show up.

WE’LL PLAN THE
PERFECT PUZZLE

Get ready for friendly
competition, brain-busting
puzzles, lots of laughs, and

plenty of team spirit.

ENJOY YOUR
EXPERIENCE

BOOK YOUR EVENT

Puzzle Rides Scottsdale & Prescott | Puzzle Ruckus Call (602) 601-2261

you can also check us out online!

https://puzzlerides.com/team-building-and-large-groups/scottsdale-teambuilding/
https://www.facebook.com/puzzleridesscottsdale
https://www.instagram.com/puzzlerides/
https://puzzlerides.com/
https://puzzlerides.com/team-building-and-large-groups/scottsdale-teambuilding/#quote

